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Me"a Guide ~ Introduction
GETTING STARTED…
I’m excited about your desire to be the parent, teacher, coach, guide and disciplinarian that your children need.
Upon completion of Parenting with a Wise Heart and the Bible study questions at the end of each chapter, my
hope is that you have learned to think through the roles, techniques, approaches and tasks involved in leading a
godly life. My goal is not to tell you how to raise your children but to help you see that there are many Scriptures
that make God’s expectations of parents—family leaders—very clear. Increasing your understanding of core
Christian leadership principles in God’s Word, will enable you to guide your children through the basics of living
to please God. He does not hide His counsel, so your search of His Word will cause positive results not only for
your children and you, but for your children’s descendants as well.
I believe all parents yearn for the ability to create a family unit where deep affection and devotion to each other is
the norm. Parenting with a Wise Heart guides parents, grandparents and care-givers step-by-step though Bible
verses related to parenting while they discover God’s expectation of them as their family’s leader. While figuring
out God’s vision for healthy families, those in parenting roles will learn that the intimacy and connections they
long for with each other are possible.
The guidance you receive while using this Media & Study Guide is designed to help you gain additional
information or lead a Bible study group using the book, Parenting with a Wise Heart. Chapter Exploration
questions with a star instead of a number are designed for group discussions during class.
Groups who have previously used Parenting with a Wise Heart as a Bible study commented that trying to
complete a five lesson chapter each week takes more time than most parents have. I recommend that group
leaders consider other possible ways to present the information. One idea is to study one lesson per week;
using this method it will take five or six weeks to finish each chapter. Then, as a wrap-up to the completed
chapter, combine the media presentation with week five or on week six showing the media presentation by
itself. Done this way, it will take you thirty to thirty-six weeks (a school year) to complete the study.
Another group study option is to meet the 1st & 3rd or 2nd & 4th weeks of a month. If you do that, I
recommend going over the starred questions in lessons 1, 2 and 3 of a chapter the first meeting of the month. At
the second monthly meeting, go over your your answers to the starred questions in lessons 4 & 5 along with
showing the media presentation. These ideas for how to schedule your study group are just suggestions. Be
creative, use whatever method you think will work best for your group as you all learn to lead your children so
that God is pleased with your parenting.
Parenting with a Wise Heart has a media presentation and accompany guide that has been designed for each
session. The Media & Study Guide has seven parts (an introduction session plus a segment which goes with each
of the six chapter sessions). There is a media-slide presentation provided for each of the seven sessions. They are
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designed to help you dig even deeper into God’s Word, especially if your are going to lead a group. At the
website, www.mandley.com/Barb/pwh you will find:
✦

PDF slides containing supplemental information that further expands what readers have learned in
each chapter. The slides are similar to PowerPoint (Microsoft) or Keynote (Apple). They are provided as
PDF files which are smaller and more easily downloaded from the website. Also PDF files are a more
universal format, working on either operating system.

✦

In the seven Media & Study Guides, each slide is represented by a small picture. Next to each
thumbnail is additional information about the slide. The underlined information in the Media and
Study Guide matches the text on each slide.

✦

The Chapter Fill-In-The-Blank Sheets are available at the website. You will find that there are three
different ways to locate the answers for each chapter’s Fill-In-The-Blank Sheets
• In the slides, the answers are CAPITALIZED, underlined, and in white.
• Media & Study Guide answers to each session’s Fill-In-The-Blank are HIGHLIGHTED and
in BOLD type. Other especially important information in the guide is in this bold italic
type.
• e Fill-In-The-Blank’s Answer Key is also available at www.mandley.com/Barb/pwh for
downloading. It’s a document that has the answers for all seven segments in one document.
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SLIDE 1

Title slide:

PRAY… Talk to the LORD

Holy Father, a new journey is starting. It’s important to learn and absorb all You have for us. Thank You for
the encouragement to begin learning about Your view of family leadership using Parenting with a Wise
Heart. Thank You too, for eyes that see, ears that hear, and Your help to parent with a wise heart. This day
is Yours. May You be honored and glorified by all that is done here to learn about You. This prayer is said
in Your Son Jesus’ name. AMEN
Parenting is about staying focused on the job God has assigned you. Every parent needs God’s help to
respond well in the midst of issues and situations that come along as children grow up. The hands-on work
of raising children requires doing a good job of keeping your children’s hearts and minds at the center of
your attention while thinking God’s thoughts after Him.
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SLIDE 2

Session Title:
No mention is made in the Bible of Paul having any biological children. So, accepting parenting advice
from him may seem ill-advised at first glance. However, in 1 Corinthians 4.14 Paul calls those learning to be
Christ’s committed followers, “My dear children.” Then, in the next verse he calls himself their father. The
letters he wrote to “his children,” “sons in the faith,” and “fellow labors,” are filled with directions for
making life choices that please God. Paul understood that being a father—a parent—meant he was to make
disciples of those God placed under his care. He was to lead and guide them in an accurate understanding
of who God is and how to please Him.
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SLIDES 3-5

Answer #1. Study Goals
A letter to Titus, his ‘son in the faith,’ provides insight into Paul’s beliefs. Paul understood that God
wanted him…
“to PROCLAIM FAITH to those God has chosen and to TEACH them to know the truth that shows them
how to live godly lives” (Titus 1:1 NLT). He also understood that being a “father figure,” a parent, came with
the responsibility of being a leader. Being a good leader involves many different roles. Each role also has some
expected duties. In his letter to the Ephesians, Paul makes pastors and teachers (leaders) aware of numerous duties
they were to have as goals.
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SLIDE 6

Ephesians 4.11-13 (MSG)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paul encouraged them to…

to train Christians (children learning to become Christians) in skilled servant work,
working within Christ’s body, the church (or family unit),
until we’re all moving rhythmically and easily with each other,
eﬃcient and graceful in response to God’s Son,
fully mature adults, fully developed within and without,
fully alive like Christ (Ephesians 4:12-13 MSG).

Additional goals for parents include:
•
•
•

Recognizing scriptures that encourage growth in parenting and leadership.
Studying God’s use of Scriptures to mold believer’s thinking and actions.
Understanding God’s wise counsel so able to position Him at the core of their child raising.
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SLIDES 7-8

Answer #2

Bible Versions

Ordinary people seldom have an understanding of the original languages the Bible writers used when they
wrote their portion of God’s Word. Diﬀerent translation approaches and varying readability styles are the
reasons four versions of the Bible are used in this study. ey are the New International Version (NIV); New
King James Version (NKJV); e Message (MSG); and the New Living Translation (NLT). God will speak to
you in the Bible version He has provided. However, if possible during this study, please use more than one
translation of the Bible. Studying diﬀerent versions will increase your appreciation for the depth and flavor of
God’s Word. Sometimes a phrase in one version will speak to your heart in a way that it might not in another.
With internet access, FREE Bible translations are available at www.biblegateway.com.
Parents begin the journey into a new culture and a new season of life the moment they learn they are
expecting a baby. Parenting roles are carried out by varieties of individuals. Some are single due to divorce,
some are single due to death of their partner, and some have never been married. Some have worked hard to
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stay pure before their marriage, some have married sooner than planned because their little bundle of joy has
hurried the process along. Some might even be grandparents that thought they were done parenting. God
understands each parent’s situation.
God cares about those parenting alone. Psalms 68.5 has a description of how God views His role. It says, “A father
to the fatherless, a defender of widows, is God in His holy dwelling” (NIV).
You will find this study’s discussions uses the word ‘parents’ because it is easiest to write and teach from God’s
ideal. His original plan for families is that children have both a mother and a father helping them learn how to
grow up. Not living the ideal? God understands and encourages all parents, to be creative as they take on the job
of fulfilling their parenting role and meeting their children’s needs.
Luke, a Gentile physician who became a believer, records an informative conversation Jesus had with an expert in
the law. Their conversation went like this:
EXPERT: “Teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?”
JESUS: “What is written in the Law? “How do you read it?”
EXPERT: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and
with all your mind’; and, ‘Love your neighbor as yourself ’” (Luke 10.25-27).
Interesting isn’t it—even an expert in the Law of God wanted to double-check Jesus’ take on how to inherit eternal
life. Inheriting eternal life has to do with having or obtaining the skills to make wise choices and live so that God is
pleased. With the idea of growing up in mind, “Parenting with a Wise Heart” is about matching your worldview
to God’s which will help you know what He expects from you as a parent.
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SLIDE 9

3.a. Scripture Memory ~
Memorizing portions of God’s Word helps believers place into the core of their being foundational truths about
God. This habit often provides words to pray when it is difficult to express your own thoughts. On the first page
of each chapter, you will find the memory verse. Memorizing the verses as a family will help everyone make
choices that will keep you under God’s protective care. Children are exceptionally good at memorization. They
love the challenge of using their minds if you make memorization fun, so turn it into a game.
Start by saying the verse address and the first phrase out loud. Repeat it at least three times before adding the next
phrase. Repeat this process for each phrase until you get to the last phrase. Do not consider the final phrase
complete until you say the verse address. Continue practicing until you can say the whole verse to a friend or
family member without any help.
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Contracts are an agreement between two parties. Your signature below along with the date is
your way of telling God that you are going to make every eﬀort to memorize each chapter’s
Scripture Memory Verse.
(Sign Your Name Here)

(Date Here)

SLIDES 10-12

3.b. Tidbit:
These TREASURES aren’t from scripture but they
speak volumes of truth.
You are encouraged to be like Mary, (Jesus’ mother),
pondering and thinking about the things you
learn from God.
(Luke 2.19)

Copyright © 2014 MandleyConsulting Inc.

Answer #3.b. Tidbit ~
On the first page of each chapter is a tidbit, be sure to read and meditate on what it says. ese TREASURES
aren’t from scripture but they speak volumes of truth. You are encouraged to be like Mary (Jesus’ mother),
pondering and thinking about the things you learn from God (Luke 2:19 NIV).
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SLIDES 13-16

Answer #3.c & 3.d. Key Scripture is frequently a Proverb that sets the tone of the lesson. Write it
in the margin or put it on an index card. As you write each verse, you HIDE God’s Word in your heart (Psalm
119:11). That allows God to use it to prepare and equip you for every good work. As you grasp the value of
making and using flash cards, your first hand knowledge of how helpful flash cards are for learning can be
transmitted to your children when they need to learn how to study.
e “purpose (of Proverbs) is to teach people wisdom and discipline, to help them understand the insights of
the wise. eir purpose is to teach people to live disciplined and successful lives, to help them do what is right,
just, and fair” (Proverbs 1:3 NLT).
Reading a Proverb each day has been used for centuries as the starting point for daily Bible reading time. e
Proverbs were picked as Key Scriptures hoping you use that strategy frequently and that the Proverbs will be
reviewed numerous times during your parenting years. at review will help reinforce the key ideas, concepts
and principles discussed in Parenting with a Wise Heart.
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Answer 3.d. Character Sketches…
READ
the Character Sketch out
loud!!!

are at the end of each chapter’s lesson one. They are to help you think
about the values you might want to build into your family, for most people
— (especially young children) — strive to become who others EXPECT
them to be. These topics will help you focus your conversations and your
lessons on qualities that will help your children develop the characteristics
you value most.

Character Sketch ~ Perseverance
James, Jesus’ brother, wrote a letter in the New Testament that is named after him. In his first chapter, he
makes a strong point about purpose of the trials all humans face. “…the testing of your faith develops
perseverance. Perseverance must finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking
anything” (James 1:3-5 NIV).
Some years it seems to take forever to see the results of the perseverance, endurance and dedication that
parenting demands. Effective parenting involves continually choosing to be persistent in all areas of life.
The Greek word ‘hypomone’ means cheerful endurance and patient waiting.2 Parental patience is
demonstrated when mom and dad decide they will never give up praying for their children, no matter how
their children behave. Parents also prove their hopeful endurance when they ask themselves, “Am I going to
do what it takes?” Am I going to do what it takes to listen? Am I going to do what it takes to discipline
wisely? Am I going to do what it takes to control my tongue? Am I going to do what it takes to get back up,
apologize and try again when I fail? “Am I going to do what it takes?” is a tough question for everyone.
All parents need a “one-liner” arsenal. This is a collection of saying parents want in their children’s memory.
The question, “Am I going to do what it takes?” is a good start to that collection. The “one-liner” arsenal helps
parents put their voice, their cautions, and their reminders of right and wrong inside the hearts of their
children. With God’s assistance and parental perseverance, parents will be able to help their children reach the
goal of being mature responsible adults that know what it takes to inherit eternal life.3
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SLIDES 17-20

Answer #3.e.
Table Talk—The Family Assignment
Children understand what it means to be a family by the things your family does TOGETHER.
Each chapter’s “Table Talk” is a GATHERING where you guide the family through a lesson or activity that
is centered on growing closer to God and each other.
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SLIDES 21-24

Answer #3.f. Parenting Tips
are at the end of lesson three in each chapter. ese gems are PRACTICAL advice worth trying right away.

Answer #3.g. FYI
The “For Your Information” section will follow each chapter’s lesson four’s instruction. It contains a
question readers might be hesitant to ask or express. The question will usually refer to some part of a
TOPIC covered in the chapter. Like Character Sketches, this part of the book is to ‘beef up’ or add extra
encouragement to the recommendations readers are encouraged to try with their children.
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SLIDES 25-28

Answer #3.h. Chapter Exploration:
Parenting with a Wise Heart Bible study students need to know that every lesson has two to four questions to
answer. They are in the segment at the end of each chapter called Chapter Exploration and Study Questions.
Questions with STARS instead of numbers will be discussed with other parents during class time.

Answer #3.i. I Am Going To Wonder and Pray About… is the last Exploration question
of each chapter. Author Eugene Peterson’s book, Christ Plays in 10,000 Places, mentions that we seldom give our
children or ourselves time to wonder. It is ESSENTIAL that you bring to God what you don’t know or are
unsure about. By the end of lesson five in each chapter, you will have looked up Scriptures and had time to
process what you think. In each Chapter Exploration you will be reminded to “Wonder and Pray” about the
information, values, and skills you hope to build into your children. Only then, can God keep His promise
worded this way in The Message (James 1:5-8 MSG). “If you don’t know what you’re doing, pray to the Father.
He loves to help. You’ll get his help, and won’t be condescended to when you ask for it.” The New International
2014 © Mandley Consulting Inc
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Version states it like this: “If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives generously to all without
finding fault, and it will be given to him” (James 1:5 NIV).

SLIDES 29-30

3.j. Resource Section ~ Reading:
This section is found at the back of the book, it starts on page 209. The first of the four resources is called the
Parenting Modes of Operation Chart and you will want to check it out when you are working on Chapter Two.
“Book-of-the-Month Mom” Recommends: is the title of the next resource. I, Barb, read numerous parenting
books and was always trying out new techniques on my children, they nicknamed and secretly referred to me as
“Book-of-the-Month Mom.” The goal of this segment is to give you a list of other parenting books that contain
exceptionally beneficial information. These classic resources will help you increase your knowledge so that you are
armed with Godly ideas for raising loving youngsters.
2014 © Mandley Consulting Inc.
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Favorite Children’s Books, is an additional booklist included for parents that have younger children.
Pre-readers love being read to and these children’s books are favorite or classic books. Also, check out the final
resource, the Parental Job Aid, it is a list of thoughts and strategies for when you feel like you might lose control
of the words coming from your mouth.

SLIDES 31-33

Resource Section ~ Reading
Reading is of such great significance in your children’s lives that it is going to be mentioned more than once in
this book and Bible study. “LAP-TIME” is a term early childhood educators use. Infants, toddlers, and preschool age children need a daily connection with their parents to be emotionally ready for school. Pouring over
the pages of a children’s book indicates that you think being together is important along with stimulating
children's readiness and intellectual development.
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SLIDES 34-36

Resource Section ~ Reading Becoming “BOOK SMART” is another benefit of lap-time and
entails learning things about books, like how to hold and treat them, that aren’t directly related to the words
on the pages. Eventually, as children learn how to handle books they come to understand that the words and
pictures are designed to work together to tell a story or convey information.
Making time for your children each day is critically important. Reading gives your daily time a purpose and helps
prepare them for school as it strengthens the bond between you and each of your children. Including bedtime
prayers as part of the routine reinforces your position as your family’s spiritual leader. The time with your children
also provides you with the opportunity to learn a lot about your child’s day and begin establishing the relationship
and connection you will rely heavily on during the teen years.
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Statistics reveal that children know reading is important when their mothers read them to them, but they believe
reading is really valuable when they are read to by their dad. Dear single parent, don’t allow this fact to add stress
to your life. The main point is to do what you can even though your children’s other parent may not be in the
picture. Remember, whoever reads to children, creates a lasting effect upon their lives.
Children love lap-time because they hear the sound of their parent’s voice, and receive individualized attention
while being held and cuddled. Not until pre-school age will most kids sit still long enough to hear a whole story,
however they love the interaction of pointing to pictures on the page and discussing what they see. Reading the
story eventually becomes more important, however their connection to you is still the greatest attraction. Many
parents believe their reading skills are so low they will only be embarrassed in front of their children. This is not
the case, about the time they might guess your skills are limited, they are learning to read themselves. Then, they
need someone willing to sit and listen while they practice reading.
Reading is a crucial skill for ALL students. School is very difficult and frustrating if you do not read well. Being
unable to read at your grade level leads to poor self-worth which frequently sets off numerous unhealthy
behaviors. This web link points out some frightening ramifications of not reading well.
http://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?collection=journals&handle=hein.journals/fedpro58&div=30&id=&page=

“Incarcerated Americans have high rates of illiteracy. Using 6th grade achievement as cutoﬀ, Ryan
(1990) suggests that half of America’s inmates are illiterate.”
Another quote from the same article states,
“Among juvenile delinquents, Brunner (1993, p.i) found that ‘reading failure is most likely a cause
for the frustration that can and does result in delinquent behavior’.”4

Endnotes ~ are after the resources at the end of your book. What I’ve written I’ve learned from others.
Endnotes give you an opportunity to see who God has used to teach me, the author.
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SLIDES 37-38

Answer #4. Preparation for the Arrival of Creation
Everyone knows or have themselves been parents that planned, painted and researched all that is necessary to
welcome a new baby. The crib was bought or dusted off and a space was re-arranged or painted. When reading the
story of creation (Genesis 1-3), have you consider that God was doing exactly the same thing as He created the world?
God planned, prepared and anticipated what would be needed to NURTURE the humans He was going to
place on the earth. God had a discussion with the prophet Jeremiah that provides another point when
considering His preparation and planning for each individual. God told Jeremiah in chapter one, verse five
(NLT), “I knew you before I formed you in your mother’s womb. Before you were born I set you apart and
appointed you as my prophet to the nations.” You, your children and their children have been and are
known. God wants His children to be set apart to Him, loving and obeying Him. He has something or
someway for all of them to honor him, that will touch their world. God wants His love and care
demonstrated to the world, His children do that by caring about and caring for others.
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SLIDES 39-40

Answer #5. God’s Desire for the Family Unit
The first organization that God created — the family — is better at Christian REPRODUCTION than
any other mission group in the world. “In the decade of the 1990’s, the global growth of Christianity was
due much more to “natural increase” than to conversion, which is the normal situation for most religions
in sizable population segments.”5 When children choose the same worldview and beliefs as their parents
or caregivers, the term “natural increase” describes the growth in that religion. Being all-knowing, God
still chooses to use families to reach and teach the world about His love.
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SLIDES 41-45

Answer #6. Infected By Sin ~ Goodwill toward Men
In this crucial unit (a family) where the practice of God’s love is best demonstrated, major diﬃculties exist in
cultures all over the world. Television, newspapers and electronic media all discuss marital problems, pregnant
teen issues, and crime statistics. Addictions caused by substance abuse, sexual orientation questions, and
suicides among children are issues that let the world know the family unit is struggling.
After God created Adam and Eve, Satan (the serpent) implied that God was keeping something good from
them when he talked to Eve (Genesis 3.1). Eve and Adam acted on that perception by deliberately ignoring
God’s instructions. Adam and Eve didn’t understand that God’s commands are to PROTECT His children,
not keep something good from them. When Adam and Eve’s disobeyed, ALL of mankind suffered the
consequences of being INFECTED with the DESIRE to sin.
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SLIDES 46-51

Answer #6. Infected By Sin ~ Goodwill toward Men
God’s response is worth studying; He questioned them, examined their motives, listened to their excuses, and
made garments for them. If Adam and Eve continued eating the fruit of the tree of life — that allowed people
to live forever — they would ALWAYS live with the pain and DAMAGE of sin.
The Old Testament is filled with reports of God’s anger and disappointment with people. Even with all of
His frustration and dismay, have you caught the words in the Christmas story where God’s continual desire
for a love relationship with people is mentioned? New Testament readers are told, “…suddenly there was
with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God, and saying, Glory to God in the highest, and
on earth peace, good will toward men” (Luke 2.13-14). God wants humans to have PEACE on earth and
know He still has GOODWILL toward men.
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God’s desire for that relationship is why He sent His Son to earth to pay the penalty for sin. Jesus’ virgin birth,
life, death and resurrection provide the means to live so that God is pleased and so that there is once again the
possibility of living in heaven with Him FOREVER.

Prayer:
Dear Holy Father,
Thank You for creating families as one of Your good and perfect gifts. The task of parenting seems
daunting, overwhelming and exciting all at the same time. Your expectation that we make disciples of
our children, adds a whole layer to what we say and do on a daily basis. We know that You know our
hearts so we are requesting that You help our minds and hearts stay united with Yours. Being connected
to You will enable us to do a better job of parenting, but it will also allow us to reap the benefits You
built into loving our children as they learn to love You. Help us remember our children’s worth and
know how important it is to please You as we do what is right and good for them. In Jesus’ holy name
we make these requests. AMEN!
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